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capacity

1.5" x 1.5"

3.8 cm x 3.8 cm With a liner size of 1.5" x 1.5"/3.8 cm x 3.8cm, 1515 is the ideal

solution for many applications and industries requiring high

accuracy and reliability.

Configurations

Benchtop configuration for semi-automatic operation

Using this optional semi-automated base configuration, the

operator initiates the adhesive component placement cycle by

placing a target part inside the drawer containing the nest

and closing the drawer fully. Protective shields will keep the

operator’s hands and any other persons near the machine

away from the process during the placement. After the

placement cycle is completed, the drawer automatically ejects,

allowing the operator to remove the completed target part

from the nest and to place a new target part before initiating

the next cycle by closing the drawer.

Optional  Semi-Automatic Base
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Cycle Time 0.7 - 2 sec. typical*

Air Consumption 1.0 cfm/28 liter/min

Stroke 4"/100 mm

Mounting Orientation

All AccuPlace models have a unique patented peeling

technology in common that ensures high placement accuracy

and repeatability, even for parts that are difficult to peel. Our

extensive experience in designing and manufacturing vacuum

chucks guarantees optimal functionality and material choice for

your application. 

Operation Cycle

As the component liner is pulled by a stepper motor through its

path in the machine, the position sensor looks for a component

on the liner. This ensures the positioning of the component

exactly underneath the vacuum chuck.

The placement actuator with its customized vacuum chuck

extends to grip the component.
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The drive assembly retracts, pulling the liner around the peel

edge and removing the liner from the retained component. 

The placement actuator places the component into the fixtured

target part. When the actuator returns to its original position,

the peel edge is extended again, and the cycle starts from the

beginning. 

Specifications

Accuracy (repeatability) ± 0.002"/0.05 mm*

Capacity

Liner Width

Component Length

Component Thickness

1.5" / 37.5 mm

1.5" / 37.5 mm

0.25" / 6 mm

Reel Size Ø 3.0"/76 mm I.D.,

Ø 12"/300 mm O.D.

Air Pressure 75 psi/5 bar

Force (placement actuator) 6 lbs/35 N max (adjustable)

Operating Temperature 50 - 100°F/10 - 38°C

Electrical Interface 2 outputs: ready & clear

1 input: cycle

Power 24 VDC, 1.6 amps (fused)

Universal

Construction Machined primarily of cast aluminum

Weight 23 lbs/10.5 kg

*Component dependent. Accuplace will evaluate your application

upon receiving your parts and specifications.

Features

Due to our sole focus on machines for

placement of film adhesive components,

we offer higher standardized and simplified

equipment. Based on this extensive

experience, the following options are

available to choose from for optimal

adaptation to your process. 

Options

Rewind Reel

To take up waste liner

Flangeless Mounting

For additional clearance under the

machine

Clean Room

To reduce contamination

Tape Out Sensor

This indicated when the supply reel is

empty

Universal AC Power Supply

Mounting Foot

For horizontal mounting of machine.

Printer Integration

For print and apply applications

Nickel Peel Plate Kit

For a more reliable peeling of

components from a clear liner. 

Rewind Reel Nickel Peel Plate Kit


